The Wheel Stop is an easy way to hold multi-axle trailers in place. Simply place between a pair of tires and turn the knob. The Wheel Stop wedges between the treads to prevent forward and backward movement. Bright yellow construction makes it hard to lose or leave behind. The larger size also features a steel lock bar and padlock for added security. Both sizes fit 26 to 30 inch diameter tires. Use the smaller size when your tire spacing is 1 1/2 to 3 1/2 inches, and the larger size when there is 3 1/2 to 5 1/2 inches of space between treads. Not for use on tractor-trailers or other heavy-duty commercial vehicles.

Made in USA.

Tow Hook and Jack Point Decals

Note: SCCA and many other sanctioning bodies require tow hooks on cars where the roll cage is not easily accessible. These tow hooks must be clearly marked for quick identification by the safety crews.

Make it easy for the Safety and Rescue crew to find your tow hook with these vinyl decals. For the Tow Decals, choose a Triangular or Rectangular decal with the arrow pointing Up, Down, Left or Right, in a variety of colors. Low tack application tape is applied to the top of the decal to allow easy installation. The vinyl exists only in the colored areas as shown in the drawing above; the white areas are not visible. The color of your vehicle’s paint will show through in these areas, so be sure to choose a vinyl color that provides a good contrast to the underlying paint color. Available in black, blue, black, red, white and yellow.

Rectangular Tow Hook Decal, 4" x 1 3/8"  Part No. TOW-B-Direction-Color  $2.99
Triangular Tow Hook Decal, 4" x 2 1/4"  Part No. TOW-A-Direction-Color  $2.99

Your crew will be able to identify a safe jacking point quickly with our Jack Decal. Rectangular style, pointing down only. Same color choices as above.

Rectangular Jack Decal, 4" x 1 3/8"  Part No. JACK-B-Down-Color  $2.49

Race Car Tow Strap

This 2" wide, 16 foot long strap is manufactured to the same standards as our ratchet tie-downs for a working limit of 3300 pounds. A snap hook and "D" ring at one end and a sewn loop at the other end make it easy to attach to just about anything.

Race Car Tow Strap  Part No. 235  $21.49

Tow Snake Recoiling Tow Strap

If you have ever run over a tow strap, you will appreciate the Tow Snake. This brilliantly simple tow strap uses an elastic cord to take up the slack in the strap. When the strap is tight, all of the vehicle's weight is pulled by the 2" wide nylon strap. Any time the strap goes slack, the elastic band cools up the strap to keep it out of harm's way. The sewn loops at each end are just the right size to fit over a hitch ball. 10,000 pound rated strap has a 3,333 pound working load limit. Two lengths are available. The 20 foot length is recommended for towing cars with tow hooks on the roof, or when towing by the roll bar (as on formula cars). Either length can be used on cars with tow hooks on the front of the car.

Tow Snake, 15 feet, coils to 7.5 feet  Part No. 2360-100-15  $41.99
Tow Snake, 20 feet, coils to 10 feet  Part No. 2360-100-20  $51.99

Prices shown are current as of "April 21, 2020".
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